


Since 2004, "Azerco" company has been selling and 
renting audio and music equipment in Azerbaijan.
Official institutions, television and radio stations, filming 
pavilions, productions, restaurants, clubs, pubs, hotels, 
etc. is engaged in the sale and rental of equipment relat-
ed to such fields.

We wish Shure and Korg, the official founders of compa-
nies such as RODE, Samson, Dynacord, RCF, among 
the leading world brands in this field, in Azerbaijan.
Activities in the relevant fields include sales of products 
of other companies (Sennheiser, Sony, Panasonic, 
BOYA, Seikaku, Roxton, Bespeco, Global truss, Linsen, 
PPL, Lightlink, DSPPA, DBX, Behringer, Audio - techni-
ca, Aux - dio, etc.). we organize.

Organization of events. We professionally rent audio 
and photo-video equipment, LED monitors for events 
such as concerts, conferences and presentations.

Who are we?

+994 50 226-07-90 info@azerco.az www.azerco.az
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NUX WK 310
№ 01

Number of keys: 88
Keyboard type: step hammer
Polyphony (maximum): 189
Preset sounds: 128
Preset songs: 52
Songs to write: 1
Tracks to record: 1
Speakers: 4.5” x 2 @10W
Power supply: DC12V/2A
Controls: Metronome, Record, Play, Function, Volume
Features: Bluetooth 4.0
Features II: Connections: DC 12V, USB MIDI, AUX IN, 
LINE OUT, Headphones X 2, Pedal
Features III: 4 speaker loops, Pitch shift, Metronome, 
Dual keyboard, Dual sounds, Percussion tone, Delay and 
Reverb
Width: 135.4 cm
Height: 77.2 cm
Depth: 33.2 cm
Weight: 40 kg

Style: Upright, PVC Rosewood finish
Keyboard: 88-key scale hammer-operated keyboard
Sound Chip: Dream 5708 DSP, 300 built-in tones, 100 
built-in Rhythms and 52 demo songs
Max. Polyphony: 180(189)
Wireless Method: Bluetooth 4.0
Display: 7 segments x 3 LEDs
Piano study lights: 88 sets x 2 columns
Controls: Play/Stop, Rhythm, Start/STOP|SYNC Start, 
Auto Chord, Variation, In/End, Dual Keyboard, Metro-
nome, Dual Voice…
Effects: Delay and Reverb
Master volume control
Pedals: Soft, Sostenuto, Damper

№ 02

NUX WK 520

Keyboard: 88-key hammer-operated keyboard
Dynamic curves: Light, Standard, Heavy, On/Off
Keyboard modes: Whole, Dual (volume adjustable), Split 
(split point adjustable), Twin Piano
Pedals: Soft Pedal (Left), Damper Pedal (Middle), Stop 
Pedal (Right)
Melodies: 128
Keyboard percussion instruments: 1 set
Songs: 52
Max. Polyphony: 64×2
Key Transposition: -12～+12 (in semitones)
Effects: Reverb (On/Off), Chorus (On/Off)
Tempo: 20～280bpm
Stroke: 0～6

№ 03

NUX WK 400
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NUX NPK-10
№ 04

The rich sound of the legendary acoustic grand piano - 
Hamburg STEINWAY;
Correct volume distribution between different parts of the 
keyboard (without compression)
Weighted, hammer-action keyboard with ivory texture 
and keys, giving the most authentic piano feel;
3-touch keyboard sensor with 5 kinds of touch sensitivity 
for different styles; Among these types of sensitivity, it is 
easy to choose the most suitable one for a certain 
performer: if it is still difficult for a child to press the keys, 
then you can choose the most sensitive level, where the 
reaction to pressing appears a little earlier. .
Ability to connect 3 pedal blocks,
Ability to connect a smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth.
Internal acoustic system with a total power of 20 W;
2 headphone jacks (teacher-student);
Easily remembers and helps you quickly recall your 
favorite settings.
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NUX AC80 Stageman II
№ 05

The NUX Stageman II rechargeable amplifier is the 
perfect acoustic-electric guitar companion when you 
want to perform anywhere and be heard loud and clear 
without carrying a bunch of gear.
80 watt rich warm sounding acoustic amplifier with 6.5" 
premium speaker and 1" tweeter
2 independent channels with routing adjustable post 
effects
Acoustic impulse response
Battery power for 4.5 hours of outdoor operation
Drum & Loop (60s expressive loop)
Bluetooth audio streaming
Free software controller
USB firmware update
Dimensions: 310 x 280 x 328 mm
Weight: 9.87 kg

13 classic amplifiers and 11 speaker cabinet models 
equipped with NUX TS/AC Technology
A total of 58 effects; Up to 8 can be used simultaneously
3-band vintage EQ modeling for each amp model
6-band graphic EQ
User friendly interface - High quality TFT LCD display
Realistic drum sounds and 56 drum rhythms
Expression loop up to 40 seconds, unlimited overdubs
Hit the tempo
Auxiliary Login
A multi-function expression pedal can be assigned to 
control any parameter or master volume.
Large color TFT LCD panel (160 x128), graphic interface
A total of 72 presets, 36 factory + 36 user presets
New generation 32-bit DSP, high-performance 24Bit 
44.1kHz AD/DA converter
Operates on batteries and AC adapter (ACD-007A). All 
six AA/LR6 alkaline batteries provide up to 8 hours of 
continuous use.

№ 06

NUX MG-100

The Expression Pedal can be used to control volume or 
effects.
WAH: Controls the WAH filter.
EFX: Controls the GAIN (DRIVE) setting of OD/DIST. Or 
controls the PITCH parameter of the PITCH BENDER.
AMP: Controls the LEVEL setting of the AMP.
MOD: Controls the MIX level of modulation effects.
DLY: Controls the MIX level of the delay effects.
RVB: Controls the MIX level of reverb effects.
TSAC-HD Pre-Effects and Amp Modeling provide 
realistic feel and playability.
Core-Image Post-Effects offer you studio sound quality.
Download 3rd party IRs to expand audio capabilities.
USB audio streaming to recording interface with routing 
setup.
Sync with 56 drum beats and 60 second Phrase Loop 
Rhythm.
Global 3-band EQ for quick adjustments in live applica-
tion.

№ 07

NUX MG-300
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NUX NDS-2
№ 08

Using a hybrid of circuits, we have created truly unique 
pre-amp and power tube distortion characteristics. You 
will be amazed to hear the warm, organic tone 
reproduced.
The Brownie has a specially designed BJT input stage 
that causes the preamp tube to "split" when it begins to 
deform. It also features an asymmetrical clipping circuit 
that allows it to simulate some of the characteristics of an 
actual tube amplifier.
Input Impedance: 470 Kohm
Output Impedance: 100ohm
Power Input: Standard 9V DC, center negative >100mA 
(power supply not included)
Weight: 174 g/ 6 oz
Dimensions: 94 (L) x 51 (W) x 53 (H) mm

The NUX AC-25 is a compact acoustic amplifier with a 
built-in rechargeable battery that can run for 4 hours for 
busking. It features a 6.5 inch speaker, Modeling 
Preamps, Reverb, Bluetooth Audio Stream, Drum 
Machine.The AC-25 offers you Stageman and LBox 
amplifier models, the Stageman is based on NUX's iconic 
acoustic amplifier with rich bass response and warm 
sound, and the LBox based on a popular US acoustic 
amplifier brand that offers transparent acoustic tone.
25W warm sound with Amp Modeling technology. (Stage-
man / LBox)
Plate & Hall reverb
Dual channel for instrument and microphone
The battery lasts for 4 hours
Bluetooth for APP & Audio Stream
AUX IN, PHONE OUT, LINE OUT
Input Impedance: CH1= 1M ohm, CH2= 2K ohm
Size: 280 x 218 x 220mm
Weight: 5 kg

№ 09

NUX AC-25

The NUX PA-50 is a 50W multipurpose two-channel 
monitor with a responsive 6.5" driver and 1" tweeter.
Full range, flat frequency response
RMS power: 50W.
Frequency response: 50-20000 Hz (-3 dB).
Power consumption: 88 W.
Speakers: 6.5" and tweeter 1".
Inputs: 6.35mm, 6.35mm/XLR combo.
AUX IN input: 3.5 mm.
AUX OUTPUT: 6.35mm.
Input Impedance Channel 1: 2.2 mΩ.
Input Impedance Channel 2: 100 kΩ.
AUX input impedance: 6.6 kOhm.
Three-band equalizer:
Bass 10Hz@80Hz
Average 10Hz@1.8Hz
Treble 10Hz@15Hz
Power supply: AC100-120V, AC220-240V (50/60Hz).
Dimensions: 361 x 364 x 325 mm.
Weight: 11.5 kg

№ 10

NUX PA-50
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NUX Mighty Lite BT
№ 11

Nux Mighty Lite BT is the new standard for mini class 
amplifiers. It's a lightweight all-in-one amp that can be 
taken anywhere you want to play guitar. This low wattage 
amplifier can be powered by AC power supply, USB 
connection or 6 x AA batteries.
Mighty-Light-BT Nux Mighty Light BT Portable Digital 
Combo Amplifier, 3W, Nux Cherub
Portable desktop combo amp.
Power 3W.
3 channels: clean, overdrive, distortion (Clean, 
Overdrive, Distortion).
Digital effects: delay, reverb.
Built-in drum machine
Power supply: 9V adapter, batteries, 5V USB.
Bluetooth connection.
Internal effects: yes
Power, W: 3
FX Loop: No

Wireless Stereo Modeling Amplifier for Guitar and Bass
The NUX Mighty Air is a wireless stereo modeling amp 
for electric guitar and bass, ideal as a home practice 
amp, small jams or pre-show warm-up amp. Despite its 
compact size, the compact combi offers numerous useful 
functions.
13 amps, 20 IRs and 19 effects
TSAC-HD technology (true analog circuit simulation)
Two 2" dedicated speakers with passive bass radiator
Four-channel Guitar Mode (Clean, OD, Distortion, 
Acoustic Guitar Simulation)
Three-channel bass mode (pop, rock, funk)
A wireless transmitter is included for wireless play
Editing capabilities via the MightyAmp Mobile App for iOS 
and Android
Rechargeable battery with up to 18 hours of playback 
time

№ 12

NUX Mighty Air
Output Power (Watt): 8
Stereo: Yes
Number of speakers: 2
Speakers: 2x2"
Amp modeling: Yes
Reverb: Yes
Internal effects: Yes
Integrated effects processor: Yes
Effect Loop: No
Headphone connection: Yes
AUX Input: Yes
USB Connection: No
MIDI interface: No
Footswitch connection: No
Includes Footswitch: No
Connection for External Speaker: No
Battery operation: Yes
Front panel design: Flat
Width (mm): 91
Height (mm): 98
Length (mm): 186
Weight (kg): 0.78
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NUX DA30BT
№ 13

The NUX DA-30BT is designed for portable electronic 
drum monitoring with bluetooth. The speaker responds 
very well to the drum frequency, and the low frequency 
range is also adjustable. The DA-30BT is also compatible 
with any electronic keyboard, digital piano or synthesizer. 
It has 2 inputs with independent volume control, which 
can be useful for 2 musicians sharing monitoring in the 
studio or just playing at home. NUX DA-30BT 30W power 
amplifier, 10" full-range speakers, circuit design signifi-
cantly optimized for the frequency characteristics of 
various drum instruments.
Output power: 30W
Power consumption: 40W
Input Impedance Ch.1: 68KΩ
Input Impedance Ch.2: 68KΩ
Bass: ±15dB@60Hz
Treble: ±15dB@10kHz
Speaker: Coaxial (10" LF+1" HF)
Dimensions: 430(H) x 390(W) x 340(D) mm
Weight: 15 kg

Versatile modeling combo for electric bass with Bluetooth
Modeling combo for electric bass
50 watts of power
One Nux 6.5" woofer in a bass reflex cabinet
Nux TSAC modeling technology and IR dynamic simula-
tions for extra natural sounds
Extensive modeling of bass amps, cabinets and effects 
with the ability to load custom impulse responses
Gain and Master controls
3-band tone control with semi-parametric midrange
Reverb effect with Level and Decay controls
Two Para buttons for adjusting effect-dependent parame-
ters
Three "channels" to store presets
Integrated Drum Computer and 60s Recorder (requires 
connection to free Nux software)
Integrated audio interface
Balanced XLR DI Out with ground riser
Bluetooth connectivity to connect to the free Mighty Amp 
Mobile app and play audio tracks

№ 14

NUX Mighty Bass 50BT
USB port for audio interface and software updates
Headphone jack
Auxiliary input
Compact housing with integrated slide
Output Power (Watts): 50
Circuit: Class D
Speakers: 1x6.5"
Bass Reflex System: Yes
Twitter: Nope
Number of channels: 1
Volume control: 3-Band EQ
Replaceable Pad: No
Adjustable Lower Trim: No
Integrated effects processor: Yes
Internal effects: Yes
FX-Loop: No; Tuner: No; AUX Input: Yes; LINE: Nope
OUTPUT: No; Output: Pre+Post; Note Output: Yes
Tuner output: No; Headphone connection: Yes
USB interface: No; Connection for External Speaker: No
Tilt Back Design: No; Footswitch connection: Yes
Includes Footswitch: No
Wheels: No
Width (mm): 300
Height (mm): 326
Length (mm): 225
Weight (kg): 7.2
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NUX DA30BT
№ 15

The Mighty 40 BT is a fully digital 20W combo amplifier.
Control via mobile application.
With the new mobile app, you can control the Mighty 
20BT and customize its sound. Also play music to play 
along with your favorite songs.
Output power: 40W.
Speaker: 10".
4 channels (Clean, Overdrive, Metal, Lead). Each 
channel has 2 presets.
Gain and level control, 3-band EQ (bass - mid - high) and 
master volume.
18 different effects (Chorus, Phaser, Tremolo, Delay and 
Reverb).
3 types of reverb and 3 types of delay.
3 effects can be activated at the same time (Mod - Delay 
- Reverb).
Tap Tempo.
3.5 mm AUX input, headphone output.
Tuner.
USB port for updates.
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NUX B-3Plus
№ 16

The NUX B-3 Plus is a robust 2.4 GHz wireless micro-
phone system designed for those who want to use their 
favorite wired microphone wirelessly.
The B-3 Plus is a rechargeable battery powered system 
that connects quickly and easily to the microphone and 
input XLR jacks. No wires and no expensive batteries are 
required as it is completely USB charged
32-bit / 48KHz High-Resolution Audio Quality
6 Internal switchable channel
Super Low Latency:< 4ms
Range: > 100 feet line-0-site Outdoors.
Dynamic range: 108 db
Operating Band: 2.4GHz ISM Worldwide
THD + Noise:< 0.02% (1KHz@-10dbFS)
Battery life: 5 hours

The NUX B-2 PLUS is a pocket-sized 2.4GHz wireless 
system that offers guitarists an easy solution for wireless 
performance. Step on the latest NUX wireless transmis-
sion algorithm, B-2 PLUS provides better connection in 
noisy RF environment.
Operating frequency range: 2.4 GHz
Sound quality: 32 bit / 44.1 kHz
Operating Range: Up to 15 meters / 60 feet line of sight 
(depending on environment)
Frequency response: 20 Hz – 20 kHz
Latency: less than 5ms
THD+ Noise: Less than 0.05% 1kHz @-10dbFS
Internal Battery Capacity: 3.7V/750mA (transmitter and 
receiver)
Battery Life: Up to 7 hours of play time
Dimensions: 73(L) x 40(W) x 55(H) mm
Weight: 57g

№ 17

NUX B-2 Plus

C-5RC is designed for wireless connection of electronic 
musical instruments with 5.8GHz wireless technology.
Operating frequency range: 5.8 GHz
Sound quality: 24 bit / 44.1 kHz
Operating Range: Up to 30 meters / 100 feet line of sight 
(depending on environment)
Frequency response: 20 Hz – 20 kHz
Latency: Less than 5.5ms
THD+Noise: Less than 0.2% @1kHz
Auto Sleep mode: After 10 minutes without operation
Transmitter/receiver battery capacity: 500mAh / 3.7V
Transmitter/receiver battery life: more than 4 hours
Power box battery capacity: 3000mAh / 3.7V
Transmitter/receiver size: 108mm(L) x 30mm(W) x 
21mm(H)
Power Box Size: 132mm(L) x 93mm(W) x 50mm(H)
Power box: 196 g,
Transmitter/receiver: 34g

№ 18

NUX C-5RC
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NUX B-6
№ 19

The NUX B-6 wireless system allows saxophonists to 
move freely around the stage without being tethered to a 
microphone stand. With an operating range of 20 meters, 
the NUX B-6 wireless system for Saxophone can signifi-
cantly improve your performance comfort.
Operating frequency range: 2.4 GHz
Sound quality: 24 bit / 44.1 kHz
Operating Range: Line of sight up to 20 meters / 67 feet 
(depending on environment)
Frequency response: 20 Hz – 20 kHz
Latency: less than 4ms
THD+ Noise: Less than 0.2% 1kHz @-10dbFS
Automatic sleep mode: after 10 minutes of operation
Internal Battery Capacity: 3.7V/500mA (transmitter and 
receiver)
Power box battery capacity: 3000mAh
Battery life: > 4 hours
Dimensions: 153(L) x 113(W) x 55(H) mm
Weight: 389 g

It's time to free yourself from cables and experience a 
whole new level of wireless freedom with the NUX B-5RC 
wireless system.
Upgraded with the latest NUX technology innovation and 
improved algorithm, the B-5RC is suitable for all types of 
Electric Guitars, Acoustic-Electric Guitars
Operating frequency range: 2.4 GHz
Audio quality: 24-bit 44.1 kHz
Operating Range: Up to 30 meters / 100 feet line of sight 
(depending on environment)
Frequency response: 20 Hz – 20 kHz
Latency: less than 5ms
THD+ Noise: Less than 0.05% 1kHz @-10dbFS
Automatic sleep mode: after 10 minutes of operation
Internal Battery Capacity: 3.7V/500mA (transmitter and 
receiver)
Power box battery capacity: 3000mAh
Battery Life: Up to 15 hours of playtime
Dimensions: 107 * 25 * 26 mm (L * W * H)
Weight: 68g

№ 20

NUX B-5RC
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NUX B-3MA
№ 21

The NUX B-3MA is a phone holder for using the B-3 radio 
system with any cell phone for video blogging or live 
streaming. Phone holder with cold shoe and 3.5mm TRS 
to TRRS adapter cable for most mobile phones

This Piano Bench from NUX offers style and comfort and 
is suitable for both keyboard and piano players. This 
bench is sturdy with a base that uses Iron as its material. 
The seat offers comfort and stability with materials used 
such as leather, rubber and sponge.
Piano seat.
Wooden bench with black vinyl covered seat.
Music storage compartment.
Straight legs.
Polished black wood. 75cm (W) x 35cm (D) x 47.5cm (H).

№ 22

NUX PIANO STOOLBENCH

Constructed from premium carpet, the Nux Drum Rug is 
durable enough to handle your drumming style. And 
thanks to the non-slip rubber surface on the bottom, you 
won't have to worry about your kit slipping away while 
you're drumming. The carpet is decorated with the Nux 
logo.
Color: Black
Dimensions: 1.3m x 1.3m
Material: Black Carpet, Non-slip under surface

№ 23

NUX Drum Rug
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NUX ACD-006A
№ 24

Save your batteries!! The ACD-006A is the ideal power 
supply for ALL NUX pedals.
The new NUX ACD-006A switching power adapter is 
highly efficient for use with guitar pedals. It has a switch-
ing regulator to control the conversion of electricity. 
Tension stabilization is also very important for pedal 
sound.
Input: AC 100V ~ 240V
Output: 9V, 500mA
Replaceable plug adapter

Turn the NU-X NPK-10 Portable 88 Key Digital Piano 
with the NPS-1 stand into a beautiful piece of solid 
musical furniture. This wooden stand is finished in black 
to complement the black color of the piano and includes 
3 pedals that simply plug into the bottom of the piano at 
the appropriate port. There are cable clips to hide the 
pedal cord.

№ 25

NUX NPS-1

The NBS-1 NUX is ideal for chair, pianists and keyboard 
players. Perfectly foldable and portable, easy to use and 
mobile, ideal for high performance musicians looking for 
practical and reliable music stands. Electric pianos, 
organs, keyboards, etc. is recommended for
There are chairs made of a wide variety of materials and 
models, such as wood or metal, methacrylate, stone, etc. 
made of noble materials such as There are chairs that 
are adjustable in height and tilt for better reading of the 
texts placed on them. In addition to their usual use in 
liturgies, they are used in all kinds of events, be it 
political, sports, music, conferences, or anywhere that 
requires a presentation or speech by a speaker or host.

№ 26

NUX PIANO NBS-1
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NUX GP-1
№ 27

The Nux GP1 is the portable guitar plug-in amp you've 
been looking for. You can play your electric guitar 
anytime, anywhere. You can adjust the gain and tone 
level according to your preference. The built-in aux input 
allows you to connect any media device and connect to 
songs or backing tracks. You can self-intuitive interaction 
and perform through headphones, minimizing loud play 
sessions without disturbing the neighborhood.
Color: - Black
Inputs: - Aux-In, 3.5 mm Headphone Input
Buttons: - Gain, Tone, Volume
Power supply: 2 AAA batteries
Battery life: approx. 40 hours (alkaline batteries)
approximately. 8 hours (Carbon batteries)
Dimensions: 100 x 88 x 23 (L W H)
Weight: 43 g
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